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TERMS

The following are Indonesian terms used in this report:

kecamatan: subdistrict; administrative level immediately below the
kabupaten (district) level; .

desa: village, administrative level immediately below the kecamatan
lever;

kelurahan: village, as above, but usually has a more urban character;

utara: north;

tengah: central;

selatan: south.

o. INTRODUCTION

The Pamona communities found in kecamatan 'subdistrict' Bungku
Tengah of Central Sulawesi compose the southeastern limit of the Pamona
language. Although no recent detailed language study has been undertaken
for the whole Pamona-speaking region, an analysis of these southern dialects
sheds light on the linguistic relationships within this language and whether or
not Pamona should be considered one or several languages.

Data for this paper were collected by David Mead and Scott Youngman
from January 6 to 11, 1989, in three kecamatans of the Poso kabupaten
'district' of Central Sulawesi. We conducted this portion of our field work as
part of a larger survey the main goal of which was to collect and analyze data
from the Bungku-Tolaki languages of Central and Southeast Sulawesi. Our
procedure in kecamatan Bungku Tengah was to visit each linguistic
community reported to us by officials in the subdistrict capital, whether these
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communities were broadly grouped under the headings Bungku.! Mori or
Pamona, and provided that they were recognized as not being recent
migrants (within the past thirty years). Four of these communities spoke
Pamona dialects. We were able to spend about two hours in each
community, collecting wordlists and recording responses to sociolinguistic
questionnai res.

During the course of our survey we also spent a day in' each of
kecamatans Petasia and Bungku Utara, collecting a word list and
sociolinguistic information in the capital town of the latter. We did not
extensively research the Pamona situation. in these two subdistricts because
of the considerable time and travel it would have involved for a language not
our primary focus.

1. BACKGROUND

1.1. General

The Pamona language area is located in Central Sulawesi. It is bordered
on the west by Kaili, on the south by Mori, on the east by Saluan, and on the
north by the Tomini Bay. It was formerly classified as Poso or East Toradjan
by Dutch Iin~uists, and the language called Bare'e, after the negative term of
the central dialect (Adrianiand Kru¥t 1912, 1914; Adriani 1931; Esser 1938;
cf. also Kaudern 1925). Masyhuda In 1971 argued that the term Toraja was
inappropriate and suggested it be replaced with Pamona.? Others have
followed his recommendation (Wumbu 1973; Barr and Barr 1979; Sneddon
1983a).

The dialect situation is complex. Salzner (1960) lists six dialects, with
several subdialects; Sneddon (1983a) gives eight. To date, there has been
little clarification as to whether these represent mutually intelligible dialects,
or separate but very closely related languages. .

1.2. Pam ona Dialects in the Survey Area

According to one informant in Baturube, the Pamona inhabitants of
kecamatan Bungku Utara recognize five divisions among themselves, into
five suku bangsa 'ethnic groups'. These are: the Pusangke, the Kaju-
morangka, the Tokasiala, the Burangas, and the Topotaa. The first four are
mountain dwellers, living in the interior. The Topotaa live along the coast.
However, all of them reportedly speak the same language with only minor
dialectal variations. This language is referred to as Taa or more generally as
Wana by the people themselves."

The situation in kecamatan Bunaku Tengah is similiar, Here we
encountered five Pamona communities.F One of these comprises two villages
of Topotaa, who are recent migrants from Bungku Utaraand whose language



Because of the economic decentralization. there is a corresponding lack
of regular transportation between Bungku Tengah, Petasia,. and Bungku
Utara, whether by vehicle or boat. For all practical purposes, there is no
contact between Pamona speakers of Bungku Utara and those of Bungku
Tengah. Similarly, these communities report no significant or regular
communication with the major, widespread Pamona-speaking areas to the
northwest, or even with each other.
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is the same as that found to the north. The other four are the Tobau (also
called Tobao or Tobalo), the Tokondindi, the Topada and the Tombelala. In
this case we have pinpointed in Mal? 1 the location of each of these
communities. The Tobau refer to their language as Bare'e, following the
older Dutch convention. The other three communities each refer to their
language by the same name they use for themselves as an ethnic group.S

Of these four communities, three can be identified in the work of
Adriani and Kruyt. Around the' turn of the century, the main Topada and
Tobau settlements lay in the interior to the west and the northwest
respectively. The Tobau currently in kecamatan Bungku Ten~ah probably
originated from near the site of the presentday village of Bau an kecamatan
Petasia. The Tombelala were already located in their present situation.
Based on the similarity of the Tombelala negative term WIth that of a Kaili
dialect, Kaudern speculates they migrated to the Bungku area from north of
Lake Poso (1925:157). It seems Adnani would dispute this (1914:14).

2. NONLINGUISTIC INFORMATION

Village locations in the three kecamatans of Bungku Tengah, Petasia,
and Bungku Utara are depicted on Map 2. Our most complete information
is for kecarnatan Bungku Tengah. .

All settlements in Bungku Tengah lie along the coastal plain; no village
is more than four kilometers inland. Although reportedly impassible by car
to the south of Sakita, the road northward traverses completely flat terrain
through all the Pamona-speaking areas to the border of kecamatan Petasia.
The majority of inhabitants of Petasia live in a broad expanse southward and
westward from Kolodale and are predominantly Mori speakers.

Kolonodale is the only major sheltered port in the region. However,
more competitive prices elsewhere have attracted the people of Bungku
Tengah and Bungku Vtara to carry on more active trade WIth the ports of
Kendari and Luwuk, respectively. Thus, Kolondale plays a relatively small
role in the economy of the three kecamatans. Farming and harvesting forest
products are primary means of livelihood for Pamona speakers in these
areas.



3.1. General

Lexicostatistics provides a relatively easy and quick means of data
collection and analysis. Althou~h not as precise as other methods of
predicting intelligibility, it yields information which may be used to make
tentative conclusions concerning intelligibility between speech communities.
Lexicostatistics is the 'process of quantifying lexical sirrularity' (Grimes and
Grimes 1987:9). The results of lexicostatistic analyses are expressed as
cognate percenta~es or percentages of lexical similarity. Gary Simons aptly
describes the significance of these percentages in the following statement:

When a linguist says that two languages are 75% cognate, he is
really saying that the true percentage of cognates lies somewhere
within a range defined by a statistical distribution centered on 75%.
Stated another way, it is probable that the true percentage of
cognates is not significantly different from 75%, the observed
percentage of cognates. (1971b:75)

Elsewhere Simons states:

. No language survey results can be divorced from the purpose
for which they were obtained and the perspective through which
they were analyzed. (1977a:9)

This study approaches lexicostatistics from a synchronic perspective; that
is, we are interested in the language situation as perceived by presentday
speakers. Therefore we use the terms lexically similar, lexical similarity and
apparent cognates rather than the terms (true) cognates and cognate set.
Lexical similarity is used as a barometer of mutual intelligibility between
language groups. In contrast, a diachronic approach is taken in determining
historical or genetic relationships between languages.

The determination of apparent co~nates is an important first step in
lexicostatistic analysis. Because of the significance of this step, more will be
said in a separate section. .

Once percentages of lexical similarity are calculated, a question remains
of where to draw the boundaries between languages. The cut-off percentage
in a synchronic study is more clearly determinable than in a diachronic study.
In a synchronic study, the boundary must lie at the point where intelligibility
between speech groups begins and ends, and is usually best determined by
means outside of lexicostatistics (Simons 1977a:16). In this study, we have
followed the grouping of wordlists presented and used by Grimes and Grimes
(1987:12-13):
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under 15%: belong to different phyla
over 15%: " "the same phylum

"25%: " " " " superstock
"45%: " " " " stock
"60%: " "" " family
"75%: " II II " subfamily
"80%: " " " " language

We have, however, made use of extralexical information, for example
how the people themselves view the relatedness of their language to those
around them. In some cases, intelligibility testing may be needed to provide
a definitive answer.

3.2. Data Elicitation

The wordlist used in this survey is the 226-Word Sulawesi Combined
Survey WordJist. This wordJist comprises the Swadesh tOO-word list in its
entirety, additional portions from the Swadesh 200-word list, and some
items culturally relevant to Austronesian societies. This list is essentially the
same as the one used by Grimes and Grimes (1987), and is now used as the
standard shorter word list for SIL surveys in Sulawesi.

Additional information was obtained using a sociolinguistic ques-
tionnaire, also a Sulawesi-Sll, standard. Questions pertain to community
accessibility/isolation, livelihood/commercial orientation, religion, educa-
tion, reported centers of social activity, dynamics of social interaction
between communities, perceived dialect differences, and language use.
Questions were asked directly to informants. No formal verification of their
responses was made, but answers from adjacent communities often served as
a form of cross-check..

The language of elicitation for both the word list and the sociolinguistic
questionnaires was Indonesian, the official and national langua~e of
Indonesia. This proved suitable because Indonesian is widely known 10 the
survey area and allowed for consistent elicitation of the desired semantic
domains.

Photographs were used for clarity in cases where the wordlist item was
concrete and picturable. . .

. In order to qualify as a wordlist informant, the person had to be a native
speaker of the language being elicited, as well as the offspring of native
speakers of that language. Preferably the respondent had not lived outside of
his nativearea for a long duration of time.

Five Pamona word lists were collected.f four in kecamatan Bungku
Tengah and one in kecamatan Bungku Utara. In addition, one Bungku
language wordlist which was collected in this survey as well as the Bungku
and Pamona wordlists from Barr and Barr (1979) were included in the
lexicostatistic analysis.
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3.3. Comparisons and Decisions

Decisions of lexical similarity were made by inspection, generally using
two criteria. The first was that of 50% phoneme correspondence as used by
McElhanon. According to these criteria, two forms are considered lexically
similar if fifty percent or more of their phonemes are similar (McElhanon
1967:8, in Sanders 1977:34). In addition, consonant agreement was given
greater weight than vowel agreement in makinl? cognate decisions (Z'graggen
1971:6). The reasoning behind this is that vowels may tend to be more
variable in pronunciation and are more difficult to hear consistently in
elicitation' (Sanders 1977:34). .

It is important to note that unlike diachronic lexicostatistics, two forms
can be considered apparent cognates even if one form is a recognized loan,
provided the criteria of phonetic similarity are met.

For example,consider the following three forms for 'heart': sule,
Pamona; hule, Bungku; and hule, Tombelala .. The first two are genetically
related, as attested by the many s:h correspondences found between Pamona
and Bungku words. In Tombelala, a Pamona community, their word for
heart has no doubt been borrowed from Bungku, and therefore shares no
genetic relationship with sule; however, the two are still considered lexically
similar.

On the other hand, two forms may share a genetic relationship, but have
diverged to such an extent as to be no longer considered phonetically similar.
For example, the roots koni and kaa may both originate from a single etymon
*ka?en 'eat', but have had such different developments that they are no
longer considered lexically similar.

In two cases, forms were assigned to the same apparent cognate set even
when they did not meet the previously mentioned criteria. These exceptions
are: kodi, kokidi, and gigidi, 'small'; and riade, riate, rade, and rota, 'long'.
Two forms, kaeao and laea, 'far', were considered not lexically similar
because of the great dissimilarity of k with 1.

3.4. Disqualifications

Eight items were eliminated from consideration because of the difficulty
of eliciting a consistent response. These are: 'ancestor', 'that', "there', 'way
over there', 'speak', 'repeat', 'bite' and 'wake up'.

In addition, the first member of the following twenty-one pairs (or
triplets) was disqualified because the items frequently, if not always, shared
the same root. Retaining them would have falsely elevated the cognate
percentages. If one of the members of a pair was a phrase or compound, that



grandmother
older brother
mother's brother
father's sister
feather
husband
wife
firstborn child
Jastborn child
louse (chicken)
(tree) bark
coconut (unripe)
seed.sprmg
here
to fall, drop
to give s.o. a bath
to kill
to nod, be sleepy
how many?
how?

grandfather
older sister
father's brother
mother's sister
body hair
male, also father
female, also mother
child
child
louse (head)
wood and skin
coconut (ripe)
bone, also round
water and eye
this .
to drop (intentionally)
to bathe
to die
to sleep
what?
where?

After these disqualifications, 'the full wordlist contained 197 items; and
considering just the Swadesh-l00 items, ninety-five.

3.5. Matrix

A matrix containing the twenty-eight comparisons between the eight
wordlists was computed twice, using first the full-length word list and then just
those items corresponding to the Swadesh-IOO list. Computations of
percentages were made using Wimbish's (1989) WORDSURV program.
Results are presented here in terms of the Swadesh-100 list, although the
same conclusions could be drawn from either matrix,"

Because each percentage value represents a possible range within which
the true percentage would fall if it could ever truly be known, we have'
reduced the matrix to its significant differences following the method
outlined by Simons (1977b:75-105). We used the table for 100 words and
confidence level .10, which Simons recommends be used in average survey
situations with good bilingual respondents. In the reduction,

percentages between 36 and 40 were reduced to 38,
" "75 " 78" " " 76,
" "80 " 85" " " 82, and
" "88" 92" " " 90.
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member was eliminated. Otherwise decisions were made by the flip of a
coin.



90%

*from Barr and Barr 1979

Matrix 1: Percentages of Lexical Similarity Reduced to Their Significant
Differences

3.6. Results

As evidenced by the matrix pattern, the Pamona communities exhibit a
mixture of divergence 'with a secondary pattern of dialect chaining.

Presumably, the Tombelala as a people group left the main Pamona area
the earliest, as shown by consistently low percentages in the Tombelala
column. The other Pamona dialects of kecamatan Bungku Tengah, that is
Tokondindi, Topada and Tobau, are marked by considerable convergence
with standard Pamona and with Taa. There is. also convergence between
Pamona and Taa.

66%
76%
82%

The resulting matrix is as follows:

Bungku* (BNG)
971. Bungku (BNG)
38 38 Tombelala (TOM)
38 38 76 Tokondindi (TOK)
38 38 76 90 To ada (TOP)
38 38 76 90 90 Tobau (TOB)
38 38 76 82 82 90 Pamona* (PAM)
38 38 66 76 82 82 82 Taa (TAA)

TOM TOK TOP TOB PAM TAA

Figure 1: Patterns of Divergence and Convergence among the Pamona
Dialects

Because of the. low percentages between Tombelala and the other
dialt·('ts (all below 1(0'*1), 'J ombelulu is considered to he a separate languuge,
The coucluslun tluu Tmuhclulu should he da~sin\.·d as a scpnrutc lu unch
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PAMlTOK lTOP
'90%

Toa

76%
~90%

from Pamona was also reached by Adriani (cf. Kaudern 1925:157). The
other dialects relate to each other in a complex dialect chain.

82%
TAA

Figure 2: Pamona Dialect Chaining

Note that if Tombelala were included in Figure 2, it would appear in
another 76% circle encompassing Tombelala and all the other dialects except
Taa.

Even if the lexicostatistic cutoff point for a lan~uage is dropped from
80% to 75% to account for the reported intelligibihty between Tombelala
and other Pamona communities of Bungku Tengah, we must still face the fact
that Tombelala and Taa (located in kecamatan Bungku Utara) share an
apparant cognate ~ercentage of 66%. At different ends of a dialect chain,
these must be considered to represent different languages.

4. LANGUAGE USE PATTERNS

Because of the preliminary nature of this survey, we did not undertake
intelligibility or bilingualism testing or make extensive observations of
language use. Therefore our comments are limited to what was reported to
us and what we gleaned through casual observation.

Within the Pamona communities, use of the local language remains
strong, and must in part be ascribed to the geographical continuity of the
Pamona communities; i.e., villa~es settled by Pamona speakers tend to be
100% Pamona, although the adjoining village may be, say, 100% Bungku.

A high degree of bilingualism with the Indonesian language is reported;
and we never encountered any problems in using Indonesian as the language
of elicitation. Pamona, however, is definitely the language of the home
domain.

Officials from the kecamatan capital told us that Pamona speakers also
know the Bungku language, although this was seldom mentioned to us by the
people themselves. The strong position Bungku must have held as a
language of wider communication before World War II appears to be giving
way to Indonesian.
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Speakers in the Tombelala, Tokondindi, Topada and Tobau
communities report a high degree of Intelligibility with one another, despite
recognized differences. Because there is little evidence to suggest regular
intercommunity contact, this may tentatively be interpreted as mutual
intelligibility rather than bilingualism.

s. PHONOLOGICAL EVIDENCE

Phonologically, very few changes have occurred in these dialects and
none (in these scant data8) can be used to subgroup dialects according to
regular sound change or shared innovations.

In Tombelala, the nonsyllabic vocoid y has been lost in the very specific
context between two low vowels:

Tombelala
raa
jaa

other Pamona data
raya
jaya

'inside'
'trail'

In Tokondindi, in some contexts the back vowel u has been lost, with the
subsequent change of y from nonsyllabic to syllabic:

Tokondindi
kaipa
kaiku

other Pamona.data
kayupa
kayuku

'fingernail'
'coconut'

The only change shared by all of the Pamona communities of Bungku
Tengah (with the possible exception of the Topotaa for which we have no
data) is actually subphonemic and concerns the bilabial fricative.
Throughout the Pamona .area, there is only one bilabial fricative and in most
areas It is pronounced with a voiced quality. According to our knowledge,
only in these communities has it taken on a voiceless quality so that the
bilabial fricative in actual pronunciation is in free variation between voiced
and voiceless. ..

The voiceless variant is most pronounced among the Tombelala and the
Tokondindi (above 80% of the time) and less so among the Topada and the
Tobau (above 50%). This is undoubtedly a borrowing from Bungku, the
center of this innovation, from which it has spread outward not only to the
Pamona communities but into other surrounding languages as well.
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Tombelala other Pamona data
atu'a matu'a 'old'
aykoni maukoni 'to eat'
onayu monavu 'to swim'
elinja melinja 'to walk'
ompepate mompepate 'to kill'

There is no evidence, however; to suggest that loss of initial consonant
has spread to prefix forms other than those beginning with m; that it has
caused a coalescing of prefix forms; or that it has caused a restructuring of
the verbal prefix system in any way.

We can conclude, therefore, that phonologically Tombelala is the most
different from standard Pamona of any of the dialects found in Bungku
Tengah; however, the changes which have occurred have tended to be
nonrnerging, and therefore of the type not likely to impede communication.

6. CONCLUSIONS

There are four longstanding communities of supposed Pamona speakers
in kecamatan Bungku Tengah. Based on the evidence from lexicostatistics,
we consider one of these, Tombelala, to be a separate language from
Pamona, although clearly within a Pamona subfamily. Of all these
communities, Tombelala also shows the most phonological deviation from
standard Pamona, although these phonological changes In themselves would
not likely impede communication. The Taa (or Wana) language of
kecamatan Bungku Utara, based on one wordlist, is tentatively classified as a
dialect of Pamona. The Tokondindi, Topada and Tobau wordlists relate
closely to one another (around 90%); we consider them to be a Pamona
dialect also.

A survey canvassing the entire Pamona area would be needed to account
for patterns of convergence and divergence between dialects of Pamona, and
to correlate them with reports or inferences of past migrations. Testing
beyond' lexicostatistic analyses may be required to answer definitively
questions about intelligibility between dialects; even in these data a number
of lexical similarity percentages fall in the grey area around 80%, a
traditional cutoff point between language and dialect.
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One other change bears mentioning, and it is rather striking: in
Tombelala, word-initial bilabial nasal has been lost from all verbal prefixes
where it previously occurred. Compare the following forms:



IFour meanings of the term 'Bungku' need to be kept clear: 1) the
Bungku people who comprise the majority of the coastal inhabitants from a
few kilometers south of Kolonodale to Salabangka, 2) their language, 3) the
former kingdom that they ruled, which included presentday kecamatans of
Bungku Utara, Bungku Tengah, Bungku Selatan and Kepulauan Menui, and
4) the town which was the capital of that kingdom and which is the current
capital of kecamatan Bungku Tengah. Officially there is no town by the
name of Bungku, but by common usage it refers collectively to the six
kelurahan of Bungi, Matano, Marsaoleh, To fois0, Lamberea and Mendui,
and often appears on maps as such.

2Pamona, according to Kaudern (1925:126), is the name of the mythical
village from which a number of tribes originated .. Thus it is a term connoting
unity. This myth may have significance for historical and comparative
linguistic work, but it says little about presentday intelligibility between
dialects. .

3Taa is the negative term. Wana is an outsider's term meaning 'forest',
l.e. To Wana means 'people of the forest'.

4Again, these communities could be called suku or suku bangsa but in
this case the rough translation as 'ethnic group' would be overly broad.
Therefore, we have chosen most often to translate this term as 'community',
and by this we primarily mean a community according to the emic view of the
inhabitants of an area. We assume that the members of a particular
community speak the same dialect, which may or may not be the same as
another community. Other, perhaps more important, ties which cause a
group to view themselves cohesively may include a common area of
geographical settlement, a common history, patterns of marriage and similiar
belief systems, material cultures, and means of livelihood.

50verdifferentiation of language names by equating the language name
with a place name or with the name of an ethnic group is a common
occurrence in Sulawesi linguistics, as has been noted by Grimes and Grimes
(1987:201).

6Wordlists have been made available through the Pacific and Asian
Language Databank at the University of Hawaii.

7The two matrices, with raw (unreduced) percentages, are shown below.
Note that the two wordlists from Barr and Barr (1979) have been left out of
the second matrix. This is because these lists contained only 100 words, and
could not be compared with results using the full-length wordlist.
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Pamona*
*from Barr and Barr 1979

Matrix 2: Percentages Using Swadesh-100 Wordlist

Matrix 3: Percentages Using the 226-Word Sulawesi Combined Survey
Word list

When the results of the second matrix are compared with the corresponding
values of the first (outlined area), and for the moment ignoring what is
statistically significant, one striking feature is that the percentage of apparent
cognates rises between Bungku and any Pamona dialect when the longer
wordlist is used, but falls when the comparison is between any two Pamona
dialects. In fact, some of these differences are statistically significant, for
example the pairs 40%/48%, 66%/58%, and 75%/67%. Bearing in mind .
that this was a synchronic analysis and that borrowed words were counted in
the final tall>:,we conclude that the words on the longer word list, as a whole,
have a significantly higher rate of replacement than do the words of the
Swadesh-100 wordlist, at least in this particular situation. (An alternative
explanation is that the whole process of data collection and analysis was
subject to more error than we assumed.)

8Sound changes attested in only one item were ignored because of the
difficulty of assigning an environment, the possibility of free variation (for
example j versus g before high front vowel), and/or the possibility of
phonetic error during transcription.
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Map 1: Villages and Administrative Boundaries in
Kecamatans Bungku Tengah, Petasia, and Bungku Utara
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* NOTE
The six villages (Kelurahan) of Bungi,
Matano, Marsaoleh, Tofoiso, Lamberea,
and Mendul compose what is commonly
referred to as the town of Bungku.
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Map 2: Pamona Communities in Bungku Tengah
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Map 3: Sulawesi and the Survey Area
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Table 1: Population Figures for Kecamatan Petasla

PopuLation •••••••• by ethnic group (estimated) ••••••••
Desa/lCelurahan TOTAL· PAM BNG NOR TOl BAJ BUG

Kel. lColonodaLe 2,286 - - 460 - - 1,830
"el. Bahontula 1,760 - - 117 - · 117

Kel. Bahoue 397 · 40 100 260 - -
Korololaki 450 · - 450 - · -
lCoroloLama 394 · - 400 - · -

Koromatantu 615 · · 615 · · ·
Hondowe 307 · · 300 · · ·
Haralee 246 · · 250 · - -

Tiu 924 - - 925 - - ·
Tontowea 206 - - 200 · · -

Sanp8lowo 657 - - 650 - ,;. -
Holeona 428 - · 430 - - -
onepute 458 - - 450 - · -

Bunta 292 - - 300 - · ·
TCJOl>ira 447 · 50 400 · · ·

Bung int inbe 225 · 25 200 · - -
Towara 793 - - - - 80 710
Hohoni 1,002 · - 1,000 - · -

Koya 559 - - 375 190 - -
Gil ilana 939 - 50 - 160 60 ·

Ganda-ganda 700 - 80 - 390 160 70
Tamainus i 254 - · · - - 250

Tandovondo 450 117 - · · · 117,
Tarrbayol i 305 · · · - - 305

MaL ina 179 180 - · - · -
Bau --ill 280 - · - - ·

15,553

*Population figures were obtained from the carnat's office.

PAM=Pamona BNG=Bungku HOR=Hori TOl=Tolaki BAJ:Bajo BUG=Bugis
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Table 2: Population Figures for Kecamatan Bungku Tengah

Population ••••••••••• by ethnic group (estimated) ••••••••••••
Desa/Kelurahan TOTAL* PAM BNG MaR TOL KUL BAJ BUG BUT TOR JAW

Solonsa 607 - - 550 60 - - · · · ·Unkaya 666 - 70 270 330 · · · .. · ..
Moahino 653 - 550 100 - · - · · :. ·Emea 362 - - 270 90 - - - - - ·Sarrpeentaba 297 - - - - .. - · · 300 ..
Karaur: 558 280 60 - - - 60 50 · 110 ·unbe e 538 375 50 · · - - 60 · · ..
PebBtae 491 490 - - · - - .. - - -Atananga 304 - - - · · · - · 300 ·Samarencla 639 640 · · .. .' · · · .. ·Bahonsuai 555 - · 225 .. .. · · 330 · ..

Parilangke 318 · 130 .. 190 .. · .. - · ..
Wata 168 170 .. .. · · · · · · ·Uedago 169 · - .. 170 · .. .. .. · ·Alfbunu 424 - 420 .. - .. .. · · · ..

Topogaro 295 300 - .. .. · · .. · · ..
Tondo 192 190 · · .. · .. .. .. .. ..

UlJl)8nga 167 - 170 · .. .. - .. .. .. ..
Lafobenu 396 .. 400 .. · .. .. .. .. .. ..

\Josu 1,112 .. 1,110 .. · .. .. · .. · ..
Bahoearekoreko 263 - 260 .. · .. .. · .. · ..

lanona 173 - 170 .. .. .. · · · · ..
Bahomonte 540 220 320 .. .. · .. .. · .. ..
Bahomoleo 541 20 430 .. · .. .. .. · .. ..

Bahomohoni 155 155 - .. · .. .. .. .. · ..
Bente 661 165 500 .. - - .. .. · .. ·Ipi 282 280 - .. · .. .. · .. .. ·Bahoruru 637 450 190 · · .. .. .. .. .. -

Hatansala 313 220 90 .. · · · · .. .. ·Kel. Bungi 223 - 220 .. .. .. - · .. .. ..
Kel. Hatano 447 - 450 · · · .. .. .. .. ·Kel. lsnberea 496 450 .. · .. .. - 50 .. · ·Kel. Harsaoleh 821 - 820 · · .. · · .. · ·Kel. Henclui 257 - 260 .. .. · .. .. .. · ..

Kel. Tof o iso 264 .. 260 - · .. · .. · .. ·Sakita 857 · 260 600 · · .. .. .. .. ..
Tofuti 405 ... 405 - .. · · · .. .. ·Bahontobun~ku 331 - 330 .. · .. · .. · .. ..

Puungkollu 821 - 820 · . . · · .. · .. ..
Lahuafu 472 .. 470 · .. · · .. · .. ·Unsongi 489 .. - · .. 490 · · .. · ..

Nanbo 470 - 470 .. - - · · .. · ..
Laroue 464 - - .. - 460 · · .. · ..
Geresa 638 - 640 .. .. - •. .. · · ·Kolono 702 - 700 .. - - - .. · · ·Ulurere 395 .. 280 .. 120 .. - .. .. .. ..

Bahomoahi 404 .. 325 .. 40 .. .. 40 .. · -
Bahomotefe 812 .. 650 .. 80 .. · 80 .. .. ·UPT BT I 1,666 .. · .. - .. - .. .. .. 1,670

UPT BT II 1,133 .. .. .. - · - .. · .. 1,130
UPT BT III 1,092 .. .. .. .. .. - .. .. · 1,090

UPT BT IV 1,955 .. .. .. .. .. - .. .. .. 1,950
UPT ·BT V 680 .. .. · .. .. .. .. .. · 680

UPT BT VI ~ .. .. .. .. .. · · · · 960
29,639 ..

*Populatlon figures were obtained from the camat's office.
PAM=PMJOna BNG=Bun!1Ku HOR=Hori TOL=Tolaki KUL=l(ulisusu
BAJ=Bajo BUG=BuglS BUT=Buton TOR=Toraja . JAW=Jawa/Bali
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Table 3: Population Figures for Kecamatan Bungku Utara

Population
Desa/Kelurahan TOTAL* PAM BNG HOR BAJ BUG JAW

Hatube 499 . · · 200 300 -
Uewaju 407 - · · 400 10 ·

Tokala Atas 1,097 880 · · - 220 ·
Ta rong go 159 160 · · · - ·

Uemas i 294 300 - · · · ·
Posangke 256 250 · - - - ·

Kel. Baturube 871 600 20 250 - - ·
Tirongan Bawah 454 - - - 320 140 -

Tirongan Mas 350 350 · . - · - ·
Kalombang 337 340 · .. - - ·

Ueruru 253 125 · · 100 25 -
Silfti 298 60 · · - 240 ·Boba 236 120 - - - 120 -

Kola Atas 442 190 220 - - 30 -
Kolo Bawah 952 - 10 - 940 - -

Homo 536 540 · · - - ·
Pandauke 358 280 10 - - 70 ·

Taabale 204 120 - - 80 - -
~oOfill8rig i 508 500 - - - · -

Lemo 345 350 - · - - -
Cpo 423 425 · · · · -

Salubiro 578 575 - - - · -
Sea 366 370 · - - - -.

Hanyo-e 1,070 1,070 · - - · -
Oasar 171 170 · - - - ·

Uepakatu 101 100 · · · · -
Parangisi 498 500 - - - - -

~inangabino 199 200 - - - - -
Tokonanaka 355 · 175 · 90 90 -

SPA (Panduuke) 1,452 · · · - - 1,450
SPB (Pandauke) 1,010 - - - - - 1,010

SPA ~OfIlXlngi 1,081 · · - · · 1,080
SPC (ope) ~ · - · · · 700

16,853

*Population figures were obtained from the camet's office.

PAH=Pamona BNG=Bungku MOR=Mori BAJ=Bajo BUG=Bugis JAW=Jawa
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